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In this note, we construct solutions of certain Functional Derivative Equations 
(FDEs) of third order whose characteristics are represented by the non-linear 
Klein-Gordon (NLKG) equation on Q x R where D is a bounded domain in Rd 
(d < 4). Moreover, we may solve a FDE which is considered as the many-time Hopf 
equation corresponding to the NLKG equation and which has the great resem- 
blance (modulo integration by parts) to the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equation of the 
Minkowski @i theory. 62 1990 Academic PI~SS, 1nc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be a bounded domain in Rd with smooth boundary X2. As a 
function spaces on ti, we use the standard ones: Lp = Lp(sZ) ( 1 dp d co) 
denotes the space of p-summable functions on D with norm 1. jp. 
IT = H”(Q) represents the standard Sobolov space of order s on Q with 
norm 1) ./IS. He”= (H;)* for s> 0 with Hf,= H;(Q) (s 20) being the 
closure of C,“(Q) in H”. Now, we put 
V=FonL4, 
V* = F,* + L413, X,*=V*xL2={g=(5,~)lrEV*,~EL2}, 
where F,,= HA or H’ and F,* = H-’ or (H’)*. We introduce norms on 
above spaces as 
II4 v= Il4,+ luI4, Il~II,= Il4v+ Iul2, 
II511 “* = inf 
t=:!+rz 
(ll5IllFg’+ 152l4,3)> II%; = II511 “* + Irllz. 
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We put also 
x, = yL* x v*), xf=L*x v 
with corresponding norms as analogous as above. 
Our aim of this paper is to solve the following problems: 
(I) Find a family of Bore1 probability measures {~(t, dU)},, (O,ao) on 
X0 satisfying 
co 
=- 
s ii[ 0 x0 a 
"y;;y' ((d - c)u(x)- bU(X)*- au(x)3) 
+ swt, U) 
Mx) 
u(x) 1 dx ,u(t, dU) dt (1) 
for suitable “test functional? @(t, U). Here, a Bore1 probability measure 
po(dU) on X0 is given. 
(II) Find a functional W(t, 3) on (t, E) E (0, co) x X,* satisfying 
(11.1) 
W(t,O)= 1 and W(0, 3) = W,(Z). (11.2) 
Here, the given data are a positive definite functional W,(E) on Xg*. 
We introduce also function spaces on 52 x R as 
CVl = { UE L”(R; X0)1 i7~ L”(R; A-,)}, 
t?Yf = (8~ u&(R) 6 X: I S-E A(R) 6 A’,*} 
3{~~LLI(R;X1*)I~~L1(R;Xo*))=~, 
where ’ stands for a/at, A(R) is the space of signed Radon measures on 
R with locally convex topology defined by weak convergence, and d 6 93 
denotes the completion of the tensor product space JZZ 0 W with the projec- 
tive topology. We define an operator yo: ?Y1 + X, by y,, U = U ( r=O with 
“adjoint” y$ : X7 + $Yf and y,$Eo(x, t) = 6( t)Z(x) for Z0 E X:. Clearly, we 
may regard that yo: Y-+Xx,* by yoZ=,5’~ItooEX,* for SET-. 
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Now, we consider the following problems (III) and (IV). 
(III) Find a Bore1 probability measure P(dU) on Yr such that for 
each 0 = (0, 4)~ (C,“(sZ x R))2, we have 
i,,jJ-[m(x,o(y- (A - c)u(x, t) + bu(x, t)Z + au(x, t)3 > 
+ w, t) auk t) ~- u(x, t) at (111.1) 
P(Y, ‘w) = PO(~) for 0 E 99(X,) (111.2) 
for suitable “test functional&’ Q(U) and the given data are a Bore1 
probability measure po(dUo) on X0. 
(IV) Find a functional P(S) on Y: such that 
a sP(z) f@(E) --=- 
at so, t) wx, 4’ 
P(0) = 1 and P(yo*yoB) = W,(y&) 
for a positive definite functional W,(&J on X,*. 
for ZE9- 
Remarks. (1) The relation between problems (I) and (II) wil not be 
so clear at first glance. For these equations, we may correspond the 
following NLKG equations as characteristics. 
q u+cu+bu2+au3=O on (x, t)E!SxR, 
uIaR=O or 
au 
i+i dR 
= 0, 
Here, n represents the unit exterior normal of dS2. In the above, if (I) (or 
(II)) is considered for X0 with F,, = Hh (or H’), there follows the Dirichlet 
(or Neumann) boundary condition. The meaning of the characteristic, the 
definition of functional derivatives, and the terminology used hereafter, are 
given in Inoue [13] (see also, Hopf [HI). (2) Problem (I) will be called the 
Hopf-Foias(-type) equation and (11.1) is called the Hopf(-type) equation 
for the NLKG equation. Equation (111.1) should be called the Vishik- 
Komec-Fursikov(-type) equation and (IV) will be called the many-time 
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Hopf(-type) equation corresponding to the NLKG equation. (3) In (II) 
and (IV), the meaning of the higher functional derivatives such as 
63 W(t, E) S3P(E) 
x(x)3 ’ d((x, t)3’ etc.7 
is the very problem (so-called ultra-violet problem in physics). This seems 
one of the main reasons why there exists almost no mathematical paper 
treating FDEs containing the higher order terms even after the aggitation 
by Gelfand (see the last section of [G]. ) 
We assume that 
a>0 and b2+v b2 with ~c=~-~~>O. (ASO) 
For the notational simplicity, we put 
f(u) = au3 + bu2 + cu, 
H(u)=H(u,v)=ja{~+~+F(u(x))}dx; 
1 
E,,.(U)=2 Iul:+max 
and 
(1.1 
(1.2 
1 
) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Our results are 
THEOREM A. Let d < 4. Assume that (ASO) holds and any Bore1 probabil- 
ity measure uO(dU) on X0 is given such that 
Then, there exists a solution {p(t, dU)},ECo,,, of(I). 
THEOREM B. Let d d 4. Under Assumption (ASO), we suppose a positive 
dejkite functional W,,(Z) on X,* is given, represented by the Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform of a measure p,,(dU) on X0 satisfying (ASl), that is, 
W,(E) = j e’Cz*u>uO(dU) with (3, U) = j X(x) U(x) dx. 
x0 R 
There exists a strong solution W(t, 3) of Problem (II). 
(ASl)’ 
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THEOREM C. Let d<4. Assume (ASO) and (ASl). There exists a solution 
of (III). 
THEOREM D. Let d < 4. Assume (ASO) and (AS1 )‘. There exists a strong 
solution of (IV). 
Remarks. (1) The definition of “solutions” in the above theorems will 
be given in Sections 4 and 5. (2) From Theorem D, we may construct a 
functional Z(5) satisfying 
(MHNLKG) 
Z(0) = 1 and Z(Yo*YoS) = Zcl(~)~ 
It should be remarked that the equation above has a great resemblance to 
the Schwinger-Dyson equation given below. 
(0 +,)*=a%--ibf$$+$(x, t)Z(q5), 
X, X, x, 
(SD) 
Z(0) = 1. 
This equation stems from the Minkowski 0: theory whose classical equa- 
tion corresponds to the NLKG equation. The last term in the first line of 
(SD) arises as the result of the integration by parts with respect to 
“Feynman measure.” (See, Appendix of Inoue [12].) 
We construct a solution of (I) by using the method of Vishik and 
Komech [V-K] combined with the ideas of Foiag [Fl] and [13]. When 
Q is replaced by Td = Rd/Zd, in [V-K], they construct a solution of the 
Hopf equation (in their terminology) corresponding to the NLKG 
equation in general dimension d. By the analogous method, we may solve 
Problem (III), the many time Hopf equation corresponding to the NLKG 
equation, which seems new. Though, there exists the one corresponding to 
the Navier-Stokes equation in Vishik, Komech, and Fursikov [V-K-Fu]. 
Moreover, under our Assumptions, we give the meaning of the higher 
functional derivatives appearing in our problems as distributions, which 
permits us to consider (II) and (IV) as “equations” and this is one of the 
main objects of this paper. 
In the forthcoming papers, we study the structure of solutions of 
problems. For example, using the time-average method, we construct 
stationary solutions of (I) or (II) which give invariant measures of the flow 
governed by the NLKG equation. Though this is already done in [V-K], 
we treat also the case containing “double well” in our situation, or more 
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explicitly we consider the effect of the double well to invariant measures, 
After this, we compare our result with the work of Friedlander [Fr], where 
he constructs rather explicitly an invariant measure of the flow governed by 
the NLKG equation using the Wiener measure on S’. Moreover, we may 
ask the existence of extremal points of the convex set defined by the 
stationary solutions of (I) or (II), etc. 
Some part of the results containing erroneous statements are announced 
in Inoue [14]. 
2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS CONCERNING WEAK COMPACTNESS OF MEASURES 
From Chapter II of Schwartz [S], we introduce the following. 
DEFINITION 2.1. 1) (See [S, p. 92, Definition 1-J.) A topological space is 
said to be a polish space if it is a separable metrizable space which is 
complete with respect to a metric compatible with its topology. (2) (See 
[S, p. 94, Definition 21.) A Hausdorff topological space is called a Lusin 
space if it is a continuous bijective image of a polish space. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a continuous injection from a Lusin space X into 
a Hausdorff space Y. Then, (1) [S, p. 103, Corollary 31 for every Bore1 set 
A in X, f(A) is a Bore1 set in Y; (2) for a Bore1 measure 1 on Y, 
(f-‘I)(A)=l(f(A)) for AE~(X), def mes a Bore1 measure on X, called 
the pull-back of 1; and (3) for a Bore1 measure v on X, (fv)(B) G 
v(f-‘(Bnf(X))) for Bgg(Y) df e ines a Bore1 measure on Y, called the 
image-measure of v. 
From p. 15, Theorem 2, Section 3 of Smolyanov and Fomin [Sm-Fo], 
we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a completely regular topological space and F a 
(real-valued) continuous linear functional on (C,(X), ( . I) satisfying the 
following condition: for any E > 0, there exists a compact subset K, c X such 
that for any f E C,(X) vanishing on K,, 
IF(f)GElfl, where IfI =sup If(u (2.1) 
USX 
Then, there exists a unique Radon measure u on X such that 
F(f)=Sxf(u)u(du) for f E C,(X). (2.2) 
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From p. 40, Theorem 2, Section 5 of [Sm-Fo], we have 
THEOREM 2.4 (Prokhorov). Let X be a completely regular topological 
space whose compact subsets are all metrizable. Suppose that a family 4 of 
Radon measures satisfies 
(2) for any E > 0, there exists a compact set K such that 
sup,..&X\K)- 
Then, 4’ (is called tight and) is relatively weakly compact. That is, there 
exists a subsequence of measures {u(*‘)(du)} in Jr? and a measure p such that 
3. THE GALERKIN APPROXIMATION 
In the following arguments, we use the special sequence of functions 
which forms a “base” at the same time in V and in L*. This seems 
remarkable because to construct a weak solution of the NLKG equation, 
we need only a countable dense set in V which is also dense in L*. (See, 
for example, pp. 9-10 of Lions [L].) 
FR~POSITION 3.1. There exists a sequence of functions { wj} such that it 
forms a complete orthonormal system in L* and is an orthogonal base in Hi 
(or H”) for any 0 <s < 1. Therefore, defining an operator I-C, as 
nm"= f, (4 wj)w,, (3.1) 
j=l 
we have that n,,,v converges strongly to v in L* and n,,,u converges strongly 
to u in H”, (or H”) for any 0 d s < 1. Moreover, for any m E N, there exist 
constants C, and C,,i such that 
and Idjn&lm G cmj I”I*. 
(3.2) 
To construct such {wj}, we use the Hilbert-Schmidt expansion theorem 
for (-A + 1))’ in L* and the a priori estimate corresponding to -A + 1. 
More explicitly, we take { wj} F, n C”(Q) satisfying 
(-A+l)wj(x)=;ijwj(x) with wjIa,=O when F,= HA 
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OI- 
(-d+l)W,(x)=~jW,(x) with 
a 
~M;L%?=O when F,, = H’. 
Remarks. (1) Here and in what follows, ( ., . ) ( = scalar product in L*) 
in (3.1) should also be regarded as the duality between certain spaces 
depending on each context and if necessary, we rewrite it by ( ., ) (for 
example, between V and V*). (2) Hereafter, we assume d < 4 unless 
otherwise stated, and which assures us that V = F, by the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem HAc H’ c L4. This restriction is caused by the fact that 
concerning the base constructed above, we are not sure whether there exists 
constant C such that 
17w414 G c I44 and lim 7c,u = 24 in L4. m+cc 
This fact is assured in the case treated by [V-K]. 
In general, the Galerkin approximation of the NLKG equation is to seek 
a solution u,(t) = c,?! I h,(t) wj of 
Ciimtt), w,) + ted +f (Um(f)), wj) =O, (3.3) 
%2(O) = Uomr 41(o) = Vom for lbj<m, (3.4) 
where u Om E z, V converges strongly to u. and uom EL* converges strongly 
to vo. On the other hand, the NLKG equation is rewritten in the evolu- 
tional form as 
W) = L(U(t)), (3.5) 
U(0) = u,. (3.6) 
Here, 
To construct the Galerkin approximation corresponding to the above one, 
we put 
“-=(“d” R”,). (3.8) 
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Using this, we define 
WI = fl,L(n, U(t)), (3.9) 
U(O)=zz,U,. (3.10) 
Remark. Clearly L maps X, to X, and (3.5) holds in X,. On the other 
hand, (3.3) is rewritten as 
(3.3)’ 
(3.4)’ 
Comparing these with (3.9) and (3.10), we conclude that if we choose 
U,(O) = IZ7, U,, then U(t) in (3.9) and (3.10) evolves in n,,,X,. 
It is well known that there exists a solution of (3.3) (or (3.9)), local in 
time with the following a priori estimates, which guarantees also the 
existence of the unique and global solution u,(t) E C’( [O, cc); rc,V) of (3.3) 
(or u,(t) E C’([O, cc); Z7,X,-,) of (3.9)). Moreover, in Section 5, we use 
also the fact that U,(~)E C,(R; Z7,.Y,J. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any t B 0 and U, E X,, we have 
mu,(t)) = H(~, U,). (3.11) 
Proof. Simple. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume (ASO). For any t > 0 and UO~ X,,, there exists a 
positive constant C, such that we have 
0 d &l,.(U,(t)) G C,J%,*(~m Uo) with C,=(l +2-‘(diamQ)2). 
(3.12) 
Proof. As 52 is bounded, using PoincarC’s inequality IuJ d 
22’12(diam Q) Ilull, we get 
1 
2 + (diam Q)2 Ildt)ll: + K l%dtN: G WUnAt)). 
On the other hand, as we have H( U,,) < E,,.( U,,) by Holder’s inequality 
lul:< lu\‘, (uIz, we get (3.12) from (3.11). 1 
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4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS (I) AND (II) 
We introduce auxiliary function spaces for any 0 Q 0 < 1 - d/6 as 
V,=F,nL’, V,* = F,* + L312 with F,=HA-” orHipU, 
Ho = ‘(Fo x F, - ,), X,*=F,*xF:-,, 
which implies also 
Xo’XoCJ-,, x:cx,*cx,*. 
Norms of the above spaces are defined as analogous as before. The 
condition 0 d 0 d 1 - d/6 is imposed to guarantee that HA-” c HI-” c L3 
by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, that means V, = F, and V,* = F,*. 
Moreover, we remark Hg= H” for 0 < 0 < l/2. On the other hand, by 
Proposition 3.1, we extend the operator H,,, defined by (3.8) acting on 1, 
if necessary. 
In this section, we fix 6 arbitrary such that 0 < 6 < 1 -d/6. 
LEMMA 4.1. We define a non-negative functional on X, as 
45(W= ll4-a+ I#+ llvll-6. (4.1) 
Then, it is continuous on X, and it satisfies 
where 
B=3/4 for Ic>O, 
/? = 312 for K = 0. (4.2) 
Proof: When K >O, (4.2) follows directly. If K = 0, we get the desired 
one after using the Sobolev imbedding theorem Jul: < C [lull: for u E H’. 1 
We introduce the notion of test functionals. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A bounded continuous functional @( ., .) defined on 
[0, co) x X, is called a test functional if it satisfies the following. 
(1) For each EE X,, @( ., U) is differentiable on [0, co) and verifies 
(2) For each t E [0, co), @(t, .) is Frechet X&-differentiable in the 
direction X,,. Moreover, for each UE X0, @,( ., U) E C,( [0, co ); F, -a) and 
@,(., U)EC~([O, co); F_,).where Fed=HA+’ or H’+‘. 
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(3) There exists T> 0 depending on @ such that @(t, U) = 0 for any 
taTand UEX&. 
Now, we give the notion of solutions of Problems (I) and (II): 
DEFINITION 4.3. A family of Bore1 measures { p( t, dU)} fE (0, aoj on X, is 
called a solution of Problem (II) on (0, cc) if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) j&(1 +Ls(U))P(.? W~JTc(CO, 00)). 
(2) jx, @(U)/44 m is measurable in t for any non-negative, weakly 
continuous functional @( .) on X6. 
(3) It satisfies (II) for any test functional @( ., .). 
DEFINITION 4.4. We call a functional W(t, 2) defined on (0, co) x X$ a 
strong solution of Problem (I) on (0, co) if it satisfies: 
(1) For each ZeX:, W(t, 2) belongs to L:,,( [0, co)) and is 
continuous at t = 0. 
(2) W(t, 5) is three times Frechet X,*-differentiable in the direction 
X$ for a.e.t. Moreover, 
d’W(t, q 62 W(t, 3) hW(t, Z) 
x(x)3 ’ KW2 ’ 
and 
h(x) 
exist as elements in 9’(Q) for a.e. t E (0, co). 
(3) W( t, Z) satisfies (I.1 t(I.4) as distributions in t for each 
EEX*,=(J,m=ln,xg. 
For the sake of future use, we introduce also: 
DEFINITION 4.5. A functional defined on [IO, To) x X2 (To < co) will be 
called a classical solution of Problem (I) on (0, To) if it satisfies: 
(1) For each E”X:, W(t, S) belongs to C’( [0, To)). 
(2) W(t, Z) is three times Frechet X,*-differentiable in the direction 
X2 for all t. Moreover, 
63 W(t, 3) 
x(x)3 ’ 
62 W(t, E) 
wx)* ’ 
and 
6W(t, E) 
Wx) 
exist as elements in C(a) for every t on (0, To). 
(3) W( t, E) satisfies (I.1 )-(1.4) classically in t for each BE Xz . 
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We put 
~,X,=‘(~,VX~C,L~)=‘(~~F~XX~H~~)=~,X~, 
x, = (J n,x,= fi n,x,. 
m=l m=l 
As U,(t) E C( [0, cc ); Z7, X0) by Lemma 3.2, we may define an operator 
S,(t): Z7,X,, -+ Z7,X, by 
S,x(t)(fl, U) = U,(t) for VEX,. (4.3) 
For any measure pclo on X0 and w  E g(X,), we define, 
$Y4 = 1Lotn; I(0 n n,J-,)), ,LP’(t, w)=j@)(Sm(t)-‘O). (4.4) 
Clearly, pi”‘(&) and ~‘“‘(t, dU) are concentrated on IZ,X, and we have 
[ @(wmv~ dU)= s @(S,(t)~, WPo(dU) for any @ E C,( X0). 
x0 X0 
(4.5) 
As I7,,, X0 = 17, X,, we may consider these measures as those on X, and 
(4.5) holds for any @E C,(X,). 
Remarks. (i) These measures are supported only on X0. (ii) By (3) of 
Theorem 2.2 (see also Lemma 1.3 of [V-K]), any Bore1 set in X0 is also a 
Bore1 set in X,. 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume (ASO) and (ASl). Then, for any m and any t 3 0, we 
have 
Moreover, 
j- &+a( U)d’% dW G C, j- -4x 4 U)ddW (4.6) 
X0 x0 
s,, (1 +4du))d”‘(t, dUKC,C$ (j- (1 +4,.(U))a~~(dU))u’~. (4.7) 
X0 
ProoJ We integrate both sides of (3.12) with respect to ,aJdU). 
Remarking that 
because E,,.(U) 2 0 and II,X, c X0 and using (4.5), we get (4.6) readily. 
Combining this with Holder’s inequality, (4.7) is obtained. 1 
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LEMMA 4.7. For any test functional CD, we have 
K 
s s aw, u) 0 x0 ~ pyt, dU) dt + J at cqo, U)pgydU) X0 
(4.9) 
Proof Equation (4.9) is obtained by integrating 
f @(4 U,(t)) = g @i(t, U,(t)) + (@,(t, U,(t)), u,(t)> 
+ (@,(t, U,(t)), &H(t)-f(%At))) 
with respect to po(dU) and using (4.5). 1 
Now, we define the Fourier-Stieltjes tranform of p(“)(t, &I) by 
W’“‘( t, 3) = e’<=,‘“>p(“‘(t, d(J)= j” ei<&%u>p(d(t, du), (4.10) 
X0 
Remarking that (s, IZ,L( U) ) = (I7,Z, L(U) ), we introduce an operator 
L(6/6E) by 
ei<nmc”u>(lI,,,E, L(U))@)(s, dU). (4.11) 
x0 
Then, we have 
LEMMA 4.8. For ZE flkX,* with k < m, we have 
$ W(m)(t, z) = iL $ W’“‘(t, z, 
( 1 45 
or 
(4.12 
w’“‘( t, Z) - Wfjm)(Z) = i ji L (&) Wcm)(s, E) ds. (4.13 ) 
Proof. Differentiating (4.10) with respect to t and using (4.5) and (3.9), 
we get (4.12) readily. Integrating this from 0 to t, we get (4.13). But, we 
remark that (4.13) is obtained by putting @(t, U) =p(t)eiCzuU’ for 
PECF([O, co)), ZEZZ/,X$, and UcX6 in (4.9). 1 
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LEMMA 4.9. The functional (E, L(U)) is continuous separately on 
XT xX,, and 
I<Z L(U))l6C, 11~11,;(1 +E,,,(u))T where 
/3= 314 for K>O, 
fi = 312 for K=O. 
(4.14) 
Proof. As (E, L(U))= (5, v>+ (r], Au-f(u)), we get the result by 
using the definitions of E,,.(U) and the spaces X,, and X:. 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Assume (ASO) and (AS1 ). (1) For any R > 0, there is a 
constant M, depending only on R such that for any ZE X: satisfying 
j[E[j x; < R and m, 
f wyt, 3) <&I,. (4.15) 
(2) For each t, the functionals W’“)(t, E) are equicontinuous in Z on X,*, 
that is, 
1 W’“‘(t, E, )- W@)(t,ZJ <c ~~z~-E~~~x~, (4.16) 
where C is independent of m and El, Zz E X,* . 
ProoJ: From (4.12), (3.4), (4.14), (4.2), and (3.12), we get 
i W(“)(t, E) = 
I I 
f i(z, S,(t) U)ei<sSm(r)u)~l;n)(dU) 
x0 
= 
If 
i(l7,E, L( U,(t)) ) eicS, um”‘)p~m’(dU) 
x0 
< II%; j Cd1 + 4,,,W”d”‘(t, dU) 
x0 
<C&R 
I (1 +E,,.(U))“P~(~U)=M,. 
X0 
Inequality (4.16) follows from the inequality Ie@- 11 < 141 for real 4 and 
the same calculation as above combined with the inequality 
j- 
x0 
II VI x,P”(t, dU) G C’ sx, (1 + 4.4 U))ddU) 
(J > 
l/m 
<C (1 +&;(u)Y fio(dU) EC. m 
x0 
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Above implies that the functionals W(“‘(t, E) on the set [0, cc) x 
(5; IMI x; <R}, are equicontinuous and uniformly bounded. Since R is 
arbitrary and [0, co) x XT is separable, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem 
combined with a diagonal process, we can select a subsequence Wc”“) 
which converges on [0, co) x X:. We denote the limit functional by 
W( t, Z): 
w(t, 3) = lim W’““(t, E) for ZEEX:, tE [O, co). (4.17) 
m’ + cc 
So, we have proved 
COROLLARY 4.11. For any R > 0, 6,) E, E X,* satisfying l/8, (( x;, 
(I~“,[(,~~Randt,,t,>O, weget 
Iw(t,,E,)-W(t,,~,)lgmax(C,M,)(IlE,-S,ll,~+lt,-t,l). (4.18) 
Using X,, is compactly imbedded in X,, we get 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Assume (ASO) and (AS1 ). ( 1) For any t, the sequence 
of measures (1 -t A,( U))pCm’)(t, dU) on X, is weakly sequentially compact. 
And this implies that p’“‘)(t, dU) is also weakly sequentially compact. 
(2) Any weak limit p(t, dU) of measures p(““) (t, dU) has the Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform 
fi(t, 3) = w(t, Z) for ZEEXl*, t E [O, 00). (4.19) 
(3) For any TV [0, oo), 
.L4& x,\xcJ = 0. (4.20) 
Proof: For any R > 0, we define a compact set in X6 by 
KR=7U~XO;1iEo,.(U)~Rj, 
where the bar denotes the closure in X,. Putting A, = X6\ K,, we obtain, 
j (1 + A,(U)),u”=“(t, dU) d Cd j (1 + Eo,,.(U))%‘““(t, dU) 
AR AR 
d C,R”-P 5 x~ (1 +E,,,.(U))“p,(dU). 
Therefore, for each t > 0 the measures (1 + /is(U)) pL(m’)(t, dU) are 
uniformly bounded and for any E > 0, there exists a compact set K, c X6, 
R = R(E), such that fAR (1 + /Is( U))pCm’)( t, dU) < E. From Prokhorov’s 
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theorem, there exists a subsequence (1 + A,( U))pLcm”)(t, dU) converging 
weakly to some M(t, dU). Since ,4,(U) is a non-negative continuous 
functional on X,, the measure ~‘““‘(t, dU) itself converges weakly to some 
~(t, dU). Therefore, any weak limit point v(t, dU) of this set {~‘“~‘(t, dU)} 
then has the Fourier-Stieltjes transform 
qt, E) = J e’(E’u>v(t, dU) = lim F, el<z.u)p(“‘“)(t, dU) 
Xb m’- cc 
= lim W’““)(t, E) 
ml- LX 
for E:“XT. From (4.19) and (4.16), we get, after a diagonal process, 
v^(t, E) = W(t, E) for ZEX:, t~(0, cc). 
As V^(t, E) is a continuous functional on X2 which is dense in X,*, so 
IV(t, E) is extended uniquely to EE X,*. Moreover, I;(t, Z), that is, v(t, dU) 
itself, is uniquely determined for any subsequence from ~‘~‘)(t, dU). 
Therefore, p’“” (t, dU) converges weakly to ,u(t, dU). We finally show 
that the limit measure ~(t, dU) is actually concentrated on X0. Define a 
functional hR(U) by 
hR(u) = min(R J%,.(U)) for UEX,, 
where E,,.(U) = cc for UE X,\X,. Then, as hR( U) is a bounded 
continuous functional which increases monotonically as R + CO to ,!$,,(U) 
for UE X,, we have 
< lim m,- ~ jx, E,,(S,,(r)l7,,U)~,(dU) G c, J &.(U)~dW. X0 
From this and R is arbitrary, (4.20) is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 4.13. For any t, the sequence of measures ( 1 + n,(U)) 
p@‘)(t, dU) on X, converges weakly to (1 + (1,( U))p(t, dU). 
Proof: By Proposition 4.12, measures (1 + ,4,( U))p”““)(t, dU) and 
$““‘(t, dU) converge weakly to M(t, dU) and ,n(t, dU), respectively. If 
Y(U) E C,(X,), then 
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This implies M(t, dU) = (1 + /is( U))p(t, dU). By the choice of m” from m’, 
we get the desired result. 1 
LEMMA 4.14. For any BE IIk XT = Llk X2, (Z, L(U) ) is continuous on 
X;, and 
I(Z L(U))1 G C/Al + f&(U)). (4.21) 
Proof Simple by the choice of { wi}. See Lemma 3.8 of [V-K J. 
Remark. The above inequality holds also for Z”= (5, q) satisfying 
115116+ hlm+ llYlllI+S~Ck. 
LEMMA 4.15. Assume (ASO) and (ASl). For ZcEX*,, the sequence of 
continuous functions of t 
s erczu)(Z, L(U)) p@‘)(t, dU) (4.22) XII 
is locally uniformly bounded and it converges as m’ + CC to 
s ei(4 U) (5 L(U))dt, dU) for each t E (0, 00). (4.23) X0 
Proof: For 5~ Xz, the functional (Z, L( U))/( 1 + n,(U)) is bounded 
and continuous on X,. So, by Corollary 4.13, (1 + A,( U))p@“)(t, dU) 
converges weakly to (I+ A6( U))p( t, dU) for each t E (0, co), we get 
lim s erch “>(E, L(u))p(m’J(t, dU) m’+cc x0 
= lim 
5 
ei<S, U> 
m’+cc x0 
I’; ;(;A; (1 + A6( U))p@‘)(t, dU) 
d 
= s eiCz”>(Z, L(U))p(t, dU), 1 x0 
409:152;,-6 
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PROPOSITION 4.16. Assume (ASO) and (AS1 ). There exists a Borel 
measure ,u(t, dU) on X, such that for a.e. t E (0, co), 
i fi(t, E) = i 1 e’<Z “)(UV, GpL(t, dU) for E-EXf, X0 (4.24) 
/i( t, 0) = 1 and /qo, 5) = /I()( 3). 
Moreover, it satisfies 
j Eo,,(U)dt, dU)< Co j- Eo,*(U)p,(t, dU). (4.25) 
x0 X0 
Prooj For .ZE X& applying Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15 to the equality 
(4.12), we get (4.24) readily, because X2 is dense in X,*. From Lemmas 3.3 
and 4.6, (4.25) follows directly. 1 
Remark. In [V-K], the first equation in (4.24) is called the Hopf 
equation corresponding to the NLKG equation. 
Proof of Theorem A. Putting m = m’ in (4.9), we want to make m’ -+ co. 
For example, we get 
lim m 
1 m’--tm 0 [I [I 
(@u(t, U), L(U(t)))P”(t, dU) dt 
x0 x0 1 cc = J D (@At, u), L(U(t)))dt, dU) dt 0 x0 1 
because the integrand in the left hand side multiplied by (1 + /1,(U)) Y1 is 
a bounded functional on X,. Therefore, (3) of Definition 4.3 is satisfied. 
Condition (2) follows directly and (1) is derived as analogously as 
Lemma 4.5. Thus, we have proved Theorem A. 1 
To prove Theorem B, we first remark the following general fact (see, 
Proposition 6.4 of [13]). 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Let v be a Bore1 probability measure on X0 satisfying 
5 (Ibll:+ Ilull,c)v(W< ~0 with k = [d/2] + 1. (4.26) XII 
Then S39(S)/Sg(x)‘, S*G(E)/S<(X)~, @(8)/6<(x), and &(5)/&(x) exist and 
belong to C(Q). 
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On the other hand, for all BE XT and v(dU), we define an operator L 
by 
(L;)(z)=isx, (3, L(U))t?‘<~~%(dU). 
Then we have, 
LEMMA 4.18. Let v be a Bore1 probability measure on X6 satisfying 
jX6 (1 + A,( U))v(dU) < co. Then, there exist distributions C,,,(E), Ccc(Z), 
C&E), and O,(Z) such that 
Lv^(E) = (q, dv^,(B) + aO,,,(E) + ibO,,(E) - CC&E)) + (5, O,(Z)) 
f or ZExy. (4.27) 
Proof: Do the same as in [I3]. See also the proof of Theorem D in 
Section 5. 1 
By the condition (AS1 )‘, using Theorem A and the above lemma, we 
have proved Theorem B. 
5. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS (III) AND (IV) 
In addition to the spaces Yi, Y T, and F defined in Section 1, we 
introduce other auxiliary function spaces on Q x R for 0 < (T < 1 - d/6 as 
Xc = L”(R; X,), %-:=.,&f(R) 6 X,*, 
Yc= {UeLm(R; X,-J\ tkL”(R; X,)}, 
Y:= {SE(R) 6 X,*+k(R) 6 X,*) 
with corresponding norms. We define also 
Fa = {SE L’(R; X*,) 12~ L’(R; X*,)}, 
F m,k={~~L1(R;~kX~)(~~L1(R;n,X~)}. 
Here, as defined before, the spaces X, = U ,” ZZ, X, and Xz = tJ,” 17, X,* 
are independent of 0 < 0 d 1 and they form locally convex topological 
spaces with inductive topology induced from Z7,X, and 17, X,*, respec- 
tively. Moreover, we have, for any 0 < 6, r < 1 and k EN, 
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Hereafter, we use the notation 
[E, U] = jm (Z(t), U(t)) dt= jT j 3(x, t)U(x, t) dxdt. 
0 0 R 
DEFINITION 5.1. We call a Bore1 probability measure P(dU) on Xf a 
solution of (III) if we have the following: 
(1) P(y;‘o) = ~~(0) for any 0%9(X,). 
(2) jtz; ~o,.W)WU) < 00. 
(3) For any 0 E Ym, P(dU) satisfies 
s 
(C& VI + CO, UU)l)@(U)QdW for any @ E C,(!&). 
r7 
DEFINITION 5.2. A functional P(Z) on !Z,* is called a strong solution of 
(IV) if it satisfies the following: 
(1) p(O)= 1 and P(y$yoB)= Wo(yoE) for EEE. 
(2) It satisfies (IV) for any EGE. 
Using Lemma 3.2, we define an operator Ym: ZZ,X, + C,(R; L7,Xo) c 
L”(R; Z7,Jo) as 
%(flm Uo) = Urn(.) for Uo~Xo. (5.1) 
As ~~n,X,cL”(R;n,x,)c~~;, we may define 
P m (&)=pp(Y-( -)) m CfJ for 6 E g(X7). (5.2) 
Moreover, considering y. : GY7 + X,, we have 
UY,‘4 = dj”‘W for 0 E %9(X,). (5.3) 
That is, for any 4 E C,(X,), we get 
s, ho W'm(W = jx7 d(rr, Uo)po(dUo) 
which yields, for Z. E X2, 
(5.4) 
s 
ei<~~.Y~u>p,(&J) = 
z7 s 57 
(5.5) 
because (Eo, y. U) = [y$Zo, U]. 
We get the following two lemmas easily. 
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LEMMA 5.3. For any 0 E Y,,,k with k G m, we get 
s ([d, U] + [O, L( U)])@( U)P,(dU) = 0 for any @ E Cb(XT). (5.6) 51 
Putting 
P,(E) = j e’Cwp,(~~) for ZE:X’,*, 
XT 
we have 
LEMMA 5.4. For any .ZE Tm,k with k < m, we get 
a SB,(E) --= SP,(E) 
at X(x, t) w, t)’ 
(5.7) 
P,(O) = 1 and P,(yo*yoE)= W,(Z7,y,B) for ZEF~. 
Proof. The last condition in (5.7) comes from (5.5) since & = W, by 
(ASl)‘. 1 
For notational simplicity, we put 
~,w)=~uP~,w, t)) for UEX~, 
IER 
&,.(U)=supEO,.(U(~, t)) and &,,.(U)=SU~&,,~(U(., t)) for UEX~. 
tER fER 
Integrating both sides of (3.12) with respect to P,(dU) and using (4.8), 
we get easily 
LEMMA 5.5. For any m > 0, we have 
jzT hW)CnW) G Cn j E,,.(U,)po(dU,). (5.8) 
x0 
Moreover. 
j (1 +~I,WW,W) d CC5 
Plz 
zr 
j (1 + &;(U,)Y~o(dU,) . (5.9) 
x0 > 
To prove the weak compactness of measures P,(dU) on XT, we begin 
with 
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LEMMA 5.6. “y, is compactly imbedded in XT for a < 7. 
ProoJ: Let (Un} be a bounded sequence in 9Y0; that is, there exists 
C > 0 such that 1) UJzO + 1) tinlIz0 < C. Then, each U,, is, after redefining on 
the set of measure 0 with respect to dt, considered as an element of 
C,(R; X,). Moreover, they form a equicontinuous set in that space. As X, 
is compactly imbedded in X,, we get our assertion readily by applying an 
extended version of the Ascoli-Arzelo theorem. 1 
Remark. Though it is clear that ?I, is continuously imbedded in XT for 
any T > 0, we hope to hold the following compactness theorem: 
“THEOREM." There exists 0 < t < 1 -d/6 such that (Yl is compactly 
imbedded in XT. 
Unfortunately, our situation is the critical case of Theorem 5.1, 
Chapter 1 of [L] and we may not prove it. Therefore, to keep away from 
that problem, we introduce another function space +VO in addition to XT. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The family of measures (1 + A,(U)) P,(dU) is weakly 
compact on XT. That is, there exist a measure p(dU) and a subsequence 
P,,(dU) such that for any Q, E C,(X=), we have 
lim j (I+ii,(U))@(U)P,,(dU)=j (1 +&(U))@(U)P(dU). 
d-m ET sr 
ProoJ To apply the result in Section 2, we check the following 
conditions: 
(1) sup,~,(l+~,(U))P,(dU)<~. 
(2) For any E > 0, there exists a precompact set %” c X7 such that 
s (1 +ii,(U))P,(dU)<e. tr;\ xc 
Condition (1) is already proved in Lemma 5.5. Put 
.3-“=theclosureof {UEgO/,I IIU(/,~~M,,E,,.(y,U)~M,} in XT. 
Then 
(1’ > 
m 
< C,C$( 1 + M#-@)‘a (I+ &, 4 u,)Yclo(W . 
X0 
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Choosing M, = MZ(s) sufficiently large, we get (2) above. Therefore, by 
Prokhorov’s theorem, we get the desired result. 1 
Proof of Theorem C. For 0 E Fm,k, by Lemma 4.14, we have 
By Lemma 4.15, (5.6) is satisfied even after P,(dU) is replaced by P(dU). 
And then letting k -+ co, we prove (3) of Definition 5.1. Conditions ( 1) and 
(2) of Definition 5.1 are obtained directly from (5.3) and (5.8). So, we have 
proved Theorem C. m 
Moreover, we get 
COROLLARY 5.8. The support of the solution P obtained above is concen- 
trated on Gil. 
Proof First of all, we remark that P(XT\?Vg) = 0. In fact, putting a 
functional i;,(U) by 
hAU) = min(R J%,.(U)) for VEX,, 
where E,,,(U) = co for U E Xr\Y,, . Then, as i;,(U) is a bounded continuous 
functional which increases monotonically as R + co to E,,,(U) for UE 4, 
we have 
RP(X,\gfl) 6 j h,(U) P(dU) = lim j &,J U) P,,.,(dU) 9-6 m’4oc c 
d lim m,- m s, E,K(~.l7,,yoU)P,,(dU) G CQ j &;(Uo) rdduo). 
z X0 
From this, we get the desired assertion. As Q(U) is arbitrary in (3) of 
Definition 5.1, we get, on the support of P, [&,, U] + [O, L(U)] = 0 for 
any @EYE. As (C,“(Q x R))2 c Fa, this means that U= L(U) E 
L”(R;X,). That is, U~supp P implies UE$&. 1 
Proof of Theorem D. Putting 
B(S) = j ei[s U'p(dU), 
4 
P(2) = i $F [E, L(U)] eiC’,UIP(dU), 
T 
we get easily 
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LEMMA 5.9. Let d< 4. Assume (ASO) and (ASl)‘. Then, we have 
and 
Using the following lemma, we may calculate more explicitly the terms 
in 9(6/6&)P(8). 
LEMMA 5.10. As SF< (1 + J,( U))P(dU) < 00, there exist 
s&z:) SP( E) S’li(Z) d32(8) 
wx, t)’ X(x, t)’ X(x, t?’ wx, t13 
in SY(sZ x R). 
ProojI By the same argument as Foias [F2, p. 1081, p(Z) is Frechet 
X,*-differentiable for Zr = (0, q,) is the direction XT and is three times 
Frechet %:-differentiable for Zj= (tj, 0), j= 1, 2, 3 in the direction %T. 
For example, 
for El = (0, ?I ), 
B(E),,, (z,@%@&)= -ijr [[I, U][<z, U][53, u]e’CE,UIP(dU) 
for Ej = (<j, 0), etc. 
Moreover, by the definition of functional derivatives of higher order, we get 
x t;,b,, f1)52b2, fdMX3 fJ dx, dt, dx, dt2 dx3 dt,. 
(Obviously, it is impossible to conclude in general that we have a well- 
defined object 
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without additional restriction.) For any T> 0, we put PT(G) for 8 E g(?&) 
supported on ( - T, T) and 0, = Q x ( - T, T). Then, we get 
Introducing Friedrich’s mollifier pE., we define the measure P”,(dU) by 
j cP(U)P",(W = j cp(P, * U)PT(dU) for any cp( U) e C,(?Zr). 
.Y, ir, 
Then, for s3 [(d+ 1)/31+ 1, as 
sup ((p, * u)(x, t)l 6 C lIPE * UII u”.qorj d C, I4 L3(,)> 
(X,f)E@ 
we get 
Here, VP(@) is the Sobolev space of order s in Lp(O,). This implies that 
we have an element in C(8;) represented by 
= --I j u(x,, t,)u(x*, t2)u(x3, t,)eiCa,“‘P;(dU) 
I 7 
for (x,, tj) E &$ with j = 1, 2, 3 (see also Proposition 6.4 of [13]). Therefore, 
there exists an element (p;(x, t) E C(&$) defined by 
(PtT(x, t) = ~ET(~3)t~&~ th (x, t), (4 t)). 
Letting E --t 0 and using the kernel theorem of Schwartz [G-V], we may 
define a distribution (pT(x, t) on 9, which is written symbolically as 
p,(E)ser(~, t) (see also, Theoem 6.7, Corollary 6.8), and Remark 6.9 of 
[13]). For any T, f T2, we get cp=,(x, t) = cp,,(x, t) on Co,, therefore we 
may conclude that there exists a distribution cp(x, t) on Q x R such that 
qr(x, t)= cp(x, t) as W(Q) which is denoted by &Z)cce(~, t)=b3&Z)/ 
S((x, t)3. B(E)<<(x, t) = S2&E)/S~(x, t)*, &E-),(x, t) = dp(Z)/d<(x, t), and 
&E-),(x, t) = s&e)/sq(x, t) are obtained analogously. l 
So we have 
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COROLLARY 5.11. Let d Q 4. Assume (ASO) and (AS1 )‘. Then, we have 
a sB(q Sfi(Z) BP=- 
at x(x, t) 64x, 4’ 
S’B( q7-!IYl42=(d-c)~-jb~+a-- 
at wx, t) mx, 1)’ 
P(0) = 1 and P(yo*y,&)= Wo(yoZ) for Zr2Fm. 
This means that by putting Z( 4) = P(z) with E= (<, 0) we get 
(5.11) 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let d64 and let (ASO) be satisfied. There exists a 
functional Z(5) on (L”(R; F, P7))* satisfying 
i 
!t--d+c ---=- =(a S3Z(tl 
,a2 > X(x, t) 
ib S2Z(5) 
fir(x,++- wx> 1) for (ET, (5.12) 
Z(0) = 1 and Z(Y,*Y~~)=ZA~) for ~EC?(QXR). 
Here, Z,(t) = jXO e’<Yot-uo) p,,(dUo) with pLo(dU,), a Bore1 probability measure 
on X0 satisfying (ASl) and K = {t E L’(R; L2) 1 g E L’(R; F,*)}. 
WI 
WI 
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